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UVARC Activities Coordinator James Brown W7JHB opens 

the world of Arduino to us, and showcases a variety of de-

vices and features, plus radio and other applications. 

Arduino to weather 

In this issue of the UVARC Shack 

From Arduinos to weather, we 

seem to have much of it covered. 

Brass Tacks continues the topic of 

explaining controls, this time for 

HF rigs. A Way to Be moment with 

KI7SZP, and a peek inside the 

shack of N7XDL. The Amateur in 

You explains the role of the Utah 

VHF Society. 

Dear Annette answers a question 

about whether to obey unenforce-

able rules. Discussion in Hot Tips 

on the channels you really need 

in your HT. DIY features the multi

-band OCF dipole antenna. 

Please send your ideas, stories, 

questions, gripes, and photos to 

uvarcshack@gmail.com 
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Club meetings 

Recap on the April and May meetings 

April 2019 Club Meeting 

James Brown W7JHB presented and demonstrated the role of an Arduino in amateur radio, dis-

tributing samples of the tiny computers that can control just about anything you can cook up. 

May 2019 Club Meeting 

Kevin Barjenbruch of NOAA (National Oceanic And Atmospheric Administration) on ways we as 

ham radio operators can help report weather sightings and incidents, and showed some cool 

videos of actual incidents. Thanks so much to Trevor for live-streaming these on Facebook! 

Carl Pockrus WE7OMG announced the 76ers Barbecue, held at Highland 

Glen Park at 10 am on Saturday June 1. Also, Trevor Holyoak AG7GX 

described the details of our upcoming Field Day near Strawberry Reser-

voir. Look in this issue for announcements of the Hamfest, the Swap 

Meet, the LXpedition, and other exciting activities for the coming year. 
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Way to Be 

Spotlight on our members 

Laura Wigington, KI7SZP 

Our beloved Aubrey Gum K7GUM has recently 

taken on a new job (congratulations!), which also 

means new work hours. Unfortunately, her new 

schedule doesn’t always work for the UVARC La-

dies’ Net, for which Aubrey is Net Manager. A 

rather new ham, Laura Wigington KI7SZP of 

American Fork volunteered to step up to the 

plate and help by running the Ladies’ Net when 

Aubrey couldn’t, so we’re very grateful to Laura 

for taking the initiative and the courage to keep it 

running smoothly. In her own words: 

I am Laura Goodsell Wigington. At the moment 

my call sign is KI7SZP...until I decide on a vanity 

call sign! After living a ham-free life for many 

years, I had a thought to get going and learn this 

new skill. Honestly, I had no idea of what they 

were talking about during the test review. So af-

ter a few tries taking the Tech test, I passed! 

Fortunately for me, I live in Utah Valley, where 

UVARC is established. I’ve received much support 

from the wonderful people of this organization in 

my quest to learn. 

After joining the Ladies' Net for a few months, I became 

Net Control because Aubrey's work schedule changed. 

What a delight to talk and learn with these ladies every 

Tuesday night! There's nothing like learning on the job 

by pushing the wrong button! Starting with a handheld, I 

now have graduated to a radio with a power supply and 

a Pockrus J-pole...and of course, lots of help from my 

ham friends. 

For her shack, Laura’s using an Icom IC-2350H dual-band 

mobile radio, powered by an RandL RLPS30M power sup-

ply. Her rig is connected through a length of RG-8X coax-

ial cable to a Pockrus J-pole that she leans up against her 

front porch park bench. 

From all of us in UVARC, thank you, Laura! 
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My Shack 

Highlighting the shack (ham equipment and room) of a member, to 

give others an idea of the possibilities that might work for them 

Dan Lundwall, N7XDL 

When asked why I got into ham radio, I guess I 

would have to start out with my first real experi-

ence seeing it in action. I was serving a 2-year 

church mission in Concepcion, Chile, back in 1980. 

I had the chance to visit the home of an older gen-

tleman, who had a very large (and tall) antenna on 

his property (it was not until years later that I real-

ized I was looking at a 40 meter Yagi).  He told me 

that he could call my family in Utah using just his 

ham radio, and demonstrated that by making a 

phone patch connection, with which I was able to 

talk to my family using the airwaves! Every sen-

tence ended in an “over…”, which took a little get-

ting used to. After that, I was hooked! Fast forward 

35 years, and past the FCC ruling to forego the CW 

requirement, and voila...I'm an amateur radio op-

erator! 

I enjoy the hobby now because it en-

ables me to always find a great group 

of people wherever I travel...which is 

important to me, because I travel for a 

living. I love to participate in any activ-

ity that lets me use my radios, like 

UtahSAG for example. There’s nothing 

better than for me to ride my Goldwing 

(ham radio equipped), assisting the 

bicyclists in their various rides through 

the year. Let’s not forget the ARRL Field Days, both win-

ter and summer. I absolutely enjoyed rubbing shoulders 

with the UVARC folks up near Strawberry Reservoir last 

year and am looking forward to spending another Field 

Day with them this summer. 

In the process of expanding my horizons in my new 

found hobby, I became a board member of the Salt Lake 

County ARES group. I was asked to represent Murray 

City (where I live), since they didn’t have a Murray City 

representative yet. A common theme among the board 
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My Shack, continued 

Dan Lundwall, N7XDL 

members was the fact that they all had local ham clubs supporting them in their respective 

cities. I looked for MY local ham club here in Murray, only to find out that we didn’t have one. I 

decided I would start one. 

265 letters later, with lots of interest being shared in the idea, our new club, Murray Amateur 

Radio Club (MARC) was formed. We’re becoming "part of the solution" when it comes to pro-

viding eComms to our city as we now work with the Murray City Emergency Management 

group in providing eComms during events, and regular communications assistance during 

Murray City events, like parades and 5k runs. MARC has indeed blossomed into a club that 

serves the citizens of Murray, a place where club members come together to build their own 

knowledge base, and a place where nerds like us are able to meet weekly. Forming this club 

has given me great satisfaction in sharing my love of the hobby with my fellow neighbors and 

Murray City citizens. What’s not to love?!! 

My current inventory of ham radio equipment: 

Yaesu FTdx1200 HF transceiver 

Wouxun KG-UV950 quad-band transceiver 

Yaesu FT-2900R 2 m transceiver 

Yaesu FTM-100DR Fusion dual-bander 

Yaesu FTM-400XDR Fusion dual-bander 

Icom ID-880-H DSTAR dual-bander 

Alinco DR-235TMKIII 220 MHz transceiver 

ACOPower 100 W Solar briefcase 

MFJ MFJ-969 Versa-Tuner II 

MFJ MFJ-269C antenna analyzer 

MFJ MFJ-884 SWR meter (1.8 to 525 MHz) 

My SL County ARES Go-kit: 

Yaesu FTM-100DR w/TNC connectivity 

Alinco DR-235TMKIII  

2 x Harbor Freight waterproof cases 

ACOPower solar system 

My quick-and-easy Go-kit: 

QYT KT-8900R radio 

Tactical Harbor Freight ammo box 

All of this because I made a phone patch call to my family from another country! I expect that 

when I become a SK (silent key), I’ll have an O
2

 tank in one arm and my ham radio in the other! 

Some might wonder what my wife thinks of all of this. She just shakes her head and tells me 

she’s glad I've found "my people." I’m still trying to get her interested...my ultimate goal! 

73, Dan N7XDL 
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Events 

Upcoming happenings 

Utah Valley Swapmeet 

 

Large gathering of amateur radio enthusiasts 

We had so much fun and success last year with our very first swapmeet, that we’re going to do 

it again. The 2019 Utah Valley Swapmeet, sponsored by the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club, 

will be held on Saturday September 28 from 9 am to noon, in the Spanish Fork North Park 

Grand Pavilion, 1188 N 400 E in Spanish Fork, same as last year. Entry is $5 per person or $10 

per family. The purpose of a swapmeet is to offer buyers and sellers an opportunity to get to-

gether and buy / sell / trade, plus the chance to rub shoulders with both new and long-lost 

ham friends. But this swapmeet will also provide the following: 

 Demonstrations of amateur radio gear, including helping you get on the air (GOTA station) 

 Information on many aspects of amateur radio, including HF, digital, APRS, SOTA, portable, 

and much more 

 Opportunity for many ham radio clubs, social groups, and associations (76ers, Utah VHF 

Society, UVARC, UARC, UDXA, WDARC, ARRL, etc.) to recruit members 

 Chance for service organizations (SLCOARES, UCARES, TCARES, DCARES, TERT, ERC, SAG, 

ARC, VEC, etc.) to invite and recruit members and inform attendees 

 Radio programmers who could program your radio on the spot, depending on your radio 

model and where you live 

The website for the Swapmeet is utahvalleyswapmeet.com. Hope to see you there! 

Transcontinental RR Special Event Station K7R 

On Saturday August 17 from 1 pm to 6 pm on 

Antelope Island, UVARC will be hosting its sec-

ond-ever a Special Event Station (SES), this one 

to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the 

pounding of the golden spike to connect the 

first transcontinental railroad in the US. Called 

the First Transcontinental Railroad 150th 

Anniversary Special Event Station, we’ve 

been given the special event call sign of K7R 

for the purpose and duration of this event. 

For those unfamiliar with how a SES works, 

we’ll set up an HF station, kind of like how we 

do at Field Day. For five straight hours, a vari-

ety of operators take turns calling CQ-CQ-CQ 

This is special event station kilo-seven-

romeo CQ!, each trying to attract attention to 

our special event, while a person sitting next 

to or nearby the operator logs each confirmed 

QSO (contact). 

After the special event is over, maybe days 

later, the club will send out QSL (contact con-

firmation) cards to those we’ve logged. 

To carry out this SES, we’re going to need 

help. We need volunteers to operate the radio 

(license class doesn’t matter), to log the con-

tacts, to help set up the station (especially the 

antennas), to help take down the station, and 

to provide food or snacks for those involved. 

We plan to spend most of our time transmit-

ting on 20 meters (specifically 14.336, 

14.272, and 14.242 MHz, whichever sounds 

the least busy) because it’ll be daylight nearly 

the entire time. Note: the times and frequen-

cies are subject to change! 

Please contact any member of the club leader-

ship if you’d like to help. Or you can email 

uvarcinfo@gmail.com 

https://utahvalleyswapmeet.com/
http://www.1x1callsigns.org/index.php/search/index.php?option=com_jumi&fileid=4&action=recDetail&recid=16685&fbclid=IwAR077ZCd5SS-KSyFVKXQNzGUPrEtsMIxKHNrbknchEERjqSn4f3IsBKJyzs
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Events, continued 

Even more happenings 

Utah Valley Hamfest 2020 

In our most ambitious project ever, we’ll be holding our first-ever hamfest, a regional conven-

tion and gathering of amateur radio enthusiasts from Utah and surrounding states. The Utah 

Valley Hamfest 2020, sponsored by the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club, will be held on Friday 

May 8 and Saturday May 9, in the UCCU Center of Utah Valley University (UVU), 800 W Univer-

sity Pkwy in Orem. Entry fees and times are being worked out. The purpose of a hamfest is to 

host seminars, breakouts, demonstrations, keynote speakers, vendors, small activities (build-

it, fox hunt, HT programming, etc.), door prizes, and a flea market (swapmeet), bringing hams 

face-to-face from all over. But this hamfest will also provide the following: 

 Kiosks such as The Doctor is In (get answers to difficult technical or political questions), 

The Handyman (get an Anderson connector installed, have some wires soldered, let us at-

tach a PL-259 to your coax, etc.), and Elmer Fudd® (your new best friend) 

 Amateurs Anonymous (AA) seminar, for those who need help with their addiction (to be-

come more addicted), plus a special Am-Anon session for spouses :-) 

 Information on many aspects of amateur radio, including HF, digital, APRS, SOTA, portable, 

satellites, EME, remote, and much more 

 Exposure to many aspects of amateur radio not otherwise seen in club meetings and swap 

meets 

 Special Event Station (SES) to draw attention to the hamfest and get you on the air 

The website for the Swapmeet is utahvalleyhamfest.com. This will be fun! 

We’re looking for volunteers and helpers, especially from those who have talents in some spe-

cific areas, such as graphic arts, embroidering, RF technology, programming, logistics, an-

tenna building, and more. If you’d like to help out, or at least be part of the planning and or-

ganizing, please contact James Brown W7JHB at w7jhb@hmpg.net or 801-376-7775. 

ARRL Rocky Mountain Division Convention 2019 

From Thursday August 8 through Saturday August 10, the 

ARRL Rocky Mountain Division will be holding a convention, 

which is very similar to a hamfest. This convention will be 

held at the Shepherd Union of Weber State University (WSU), 

and details have been posted on www.rmdc2019.org. Pre-

register for $18 or register at the door for $25. 

They’ll have seminars, keynote speakers (Howard Michel and 

Bob Heil), special event station, swap meet, and door prizes. 

These folks are also looking for helpers on planning, an-

nouncing, running the SES, manning the build-it tables, and 

manual labor. If you’d like to help, please contact Pat Malan 

N7PAT at patmalan@gmail.com 

https://utahvalleyhamfest.com/
https://forms.gle/sqT4tCSJW1Shkqjt6
https://rmdc2019.org/
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Brass Tacks 

An in-depth look at a radio-related topic 

The knobs and buttons on your HF transceiver 

In the last issue of UVARC Shack (April 2019), we had so much interest in the Baofeng menu 

that we thought those with HF rigs (transceivers) might appreciate a little light shed on the 

controls that often baffle them. While some are obvious, many controls are far from easy to 

understand. Furthermore, it’s not feasible to include every setting that appears in all menus on 

all HF rigs. That being said, let’s see if we can identify and explain some of them. 

Unfortunately, the names of the controls aren’t nearly as standardized like they are on the 

Baofeng (and many other makes of) HTs. So, the names listed on this chart might have equiva-

lent labels on your rig, and your rig might have controls whose names are not listed here. For 

that, we apologize in advance! If you have a question about your own control, please ask by 

emailing uvarcinfo@gmail.com. 

Name Description 

AF / AF GAIN Audio Frequency Gain — adjusts the speaker audio volume 

RF PWR Radio Frequency Power — adjusts maximum transmitter output power 

RF / RF GAIN Radio Frequency Gain — adjusts the amount of receiver pre-

amplification; if set too low, you won’t hear much, but if it’s too high, 

you might hear more noise than you want 

MIC / MIC GAIN Microphone Gain — adjusts the amount of microphone signal amplifi-

cation (on some rigs, this also controls the transmitter output power); 

typical setting between 30% and 40%, and if set too high, can result in 

your transmission sounding distorted; should be adjusted while 

watching the ALC, to not raise the ALC meter much 

ATT Attenuator — reduces receiver sensitivity (by 12 dB to 20 dB) in the RF 

amplifier, which can help weaken adjacent interfering signals, often 

while leaving the main signal of interest mostly unaffected 

SQL / SQUELCH Squelch — sets the threshold at which all signals except the strongest 

ones are muted in the receiver audio; should be adjusted at or near 

the lowest setting for most SSB use 

NB Noise Blanker — enables or adjusts the level at which pulse (such as 

that from vehicle ignitions and other man-made) noise is heard in the 

receiver audio, and can be useful for reducing background noise 

AGC Automatic Gain Control — speed at which your audio recovers from a 

loud to soft volume transition; typically set it to FAST for CW, digital 

modes, and when you spin the dial looking for contacts; or to SLOW 

when talking normally on SSB 

COMP / PROC Speech Compressor / Speech Processor — can improve your transmit-

ted audio by increasing your average output power in poor band con-

ditions, but is better turned off in most cases 

https://noji.com/hamradio/uvarc/shack/UVARC-Shack-1904.pdf
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Brass Tacks 

continued 

Name Description 

RIT / CLAR 

XIT 

The Clarifier is simply Yaesu's term for RIT (Receiver Incremental Tun-

ing) and XIT (Transmitter Incremental Tuning), and can be used for 

either of those two adjustments, or turned off. RIT keeps your trans-

mit frequency constant while you adjust your receive frequency. This 

way, when you're talking to a group (like in a net), you can more 

clearly hear the one ham who's off-frequency while everybody else in 

the group can hear you without detecting any change in your fre-

quency. XIT performs the reverse function, in that it keeps your re-

ceive frequency constant while you adjust your transmit frequency. In 

both cases, tuning with the big knob will adjust both the transmit and 

receive frequencies simultaneously, while tuning with the RIT or XIT 

will adjust only one of them. 

MODE Mode ― selects the transmitted signal type (AM / FM / USB / LSB / 

CW / RTTY / PSK31 / JT65 / JT9 / FT8 / etc.); sometimes the mode is 

appended by /N, as in CW/N or AM/N, indicating Narrow Bandwidth 

PBT / SHIFT / AIP Passband Tuning / Shift ― adjusts the window of frequencies 

(bandwidth) that are permitted into your receiver, helping to eliminate 

interfering signals, useful for SSB; Advanced Intercept Point is Ken-

wood’s version of passband tuning 

NOTCH Notch Filter ― reduces the strength of nearby interfering CW signals; 

not very useful in AM, FM, or SSB 

LOCK / FLOCK / 

DLOCK 

Lock / Frequency Lock ― prevents the large tuning knob from chang-

ing the operating frequency 

METER S ― Signal Strength ― relative strength of the received signal at the 

current frequency, measured about 6 dB between each graduation be-

low S9 or about 5 dB above S9 

PO / RF ― Power Output ― amount of PEP (peak envelope power) in 

watts that’s presented at the transmitter output 

ALC ― Automatic Level Control ― internal signal strength required to 

maintain linear output transmit power in the presence of a varying in-

put (voice) signal; a good compromise between microphone gain, 

speech compression, and power output will move this meter very little 

SWR ― Standing Wave Ratio ― indication of how closely your antenna 

system impedance is matched to that of your transceiver, with read-

ings below 2 being acceptable and readings above 4 indicating a large 

impedance mismatch 

TUNER / AUTO 

THRU 

Automatic Antenna Tuner ― when enabled, automatically attempts to 

match the antenna system impedance with that of your transceiver; 

the THRU setting disables the tuner 
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Brass Tacks 

continued 

Some of these controls are obvious to many hams, while others make us scratch our heads. 

Either way, we hope this little guide will provide a reminder of what each control is for, even 

though their labels might differ slightly between rig models. If you need more help with your 

own rig, feel free to ask one of our elmers by posting your question on our club Facebook 

group page, especially if your manual is written in Greek. 

Name Description 

VFO-A 

VFO-B 

A / B 

VFO Side A / VFO Side B ― selects between VFO (variable frequency 

oscillator) side A and B and their associated (mode, filters, split, and 

sometimes other) settings, treating each as a temporary memory loca-

tion whose parameters can be adjusted on demand 

VFO ► M / V ► M 

M ► VFO / M ► V 

VFO to Memory / Memory to VFO ― stores the VFO information in a 

selected memory location / copies the information from the selected 

memory location to the VFO (some older rigs use STO for Store and 

RCL for Recall) 

A ► B / B ► A VFO Side A to VFO Side B / VFO Side B to VFO Side A ― transfers the 

VFO side A settings to VFO side B / transfers VFO B settings to VFO A 

A = B Equalize VFO Sides ― copies the displayed VFO side settings to the 

non-displayed VFO side, over-writing the non-displayed VFO side 

M / V 

VFO / M 

MR / VFO 

Memory Mode / VFO Mode ― selects between memory mode, which 

displays the information stored in your rig’s memory locations, and 

VFO mode, which displays the information stored in the VFO 

VOX Voice-Operated Xchange ― allows you to transmit by simply speaking 

into the microphone, instead of pressing a PTT button 

ROOF Roofing Filter ― might help reduce distortion caused by a nearby SSB 

or CW signal that’s not in the passband 

SPLIT Split Frequency Operation ― operation in which you transmit on one 

frequency and receive on another, typically 5 kHz to 10 kHz apart 

MENU / FUNC Menu ― access to many settings, controls, and options unavailable by 

knobs and buttons on the front of the transceiver 

BAND / HAM Band Selection ― selects the amateur band on which to operate 

FAST Fast Tuning ― allows the tuning knob to scan through more frequen-

cies per unit rotation, than otherwise 

DSP Digital Signal Processing ― displays the DSP menu or list that exposes 

and makes available a number of filtering and other options 

HOME Home Frequency ― selects the one frequency (often, one per band) 

that you have stored as the favorite for that band 

https:/www.facebook.com/groups/uvarc/
https:/www.facebook.com/groups/uvarc/
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Dear Annette 

What’s on your mind? Serious, humorous, technical, and thought-

ful answers to your deepest, (mostly) ham-related questions. 

Dear Annette: 

Just wondering. If a law is unenforceable, do 

we really have to obey it? I mean, it seems 

that some ham radio rules, like the ones re-

garding the /AG designation, are so minor, 

and the FCC is stretched so thinly, that it 

doesn’t seem possible for them to care about 

little things like that. If that’s true, then are 

we really obligated to follow it? 

Young in Cedar City 

Dear Young: 

If you stop and think about it, there are only 

two reasons for enforcement of any law: de-

terrence (scare you into compliance) and con-

sequence (result of disobedience, if you get 

caught). What this means is, to those who 

obey the law, enforcement is largely unneces-

sary. We licensed amateurs want to obey the 

law, whether it’s enforced or not, and there-

fore enforcement becomes mostly irrelevant 

to us. And yes, we really are obligated to fol-

low the rule of law, no matter how minor. 

 

Dear Annette: 

Once in awhile I hear people make the com-

ment that ham radio is dying. But others say 

that it’s growing. So, is it growing or dying? 

Pencil Lead in Orem 

Dear Pencil Lead: 

By the terms *growing* and *dying* I’m going 

to assume that you’re asking whether the 

numbers are increasing and decreasing, re-

spectively. Then again, you could also be re-

ferring to the interest level. According to 

HamData.com, the number of US licensed 

amateurs increased from 818 k to 822 k be-

tween the end of 2017 and the end of 2018, 

so the number of licensed hams did indeed 

increase by 822 / 818 = 0.49 %, taking into 

account expired licenses and silent keys. Ac-

cording to the Brookings Institute, during the 

same period, the population of the US in-

creased by 0.62 %. This means growth in the 

number of licensed amateurs fell short of the 

US population growth by 26.5 %, or in other 

words, the per-capita percentage of li-

censed amateurs actually decreased. Then 

again, in 2018, 27,000 hams allowed their 

licenses to expire, but 31,389 people re-

ceived new licenses, possibly indicating that 

new interest in the craft outweighed wan-

ing interest by more than 16 %. So, whether 

it’s growing or dying, I’ll let you be the judge. 

 

Dear Annette: 

I’ve heard that linear power supplies are bet-

ter than switching power supplies. What are 

your thoughts? 

Rowan in Provo 

Dear Rowan: 

When switching PSUs (switched-mode power 

supply units) found their way into tower com-

puters in the 80s, they were known to gener-

ate a lot of switching noise, resulting in RF 

hash, and so most hams continued to rely on 

linear PSUs for their clean power. (The other 

hams largely homebrewed their own PSUs, 

because they were relatively easy to design 

and build.) But today’s switcher designs have 

improved dramatically, so that the RF hash is 

nearly non-existent in many models. This re-

sults in switching PSUs that are not only 

clean, but smaller, lightweight, inexpensive, 

more efficient, and can deliver some hefty 

energy, such as the Powerwerx SS-30DV, MFJ 

MFJ-4230MVP, and RandL RLPS30M, rivaling 

much heavier and popular PSUs, like those 

from Astron and Samlex. (Stolen from an 

online post) 

 

Got a question for Dear Annette? Email it to 

uvarcshack@gmail.com and include your 

town name. Sorry, no guarantees. 

http://hamdata.com/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/the-avenue/2018/12/21/us-population-growth-hits-80-year-low-capping-off-a-year-of-demographic-stagnation/
https://powerwerx.com/ss30dv-desktop-dc-power-supply-powerpole
https://www.gigaparts.com/mfj-4230mvp.html
https://www.gigaparts.com/mfj-4230mvp.html
http://www.randl.com/shop/catalog/product_info.php?cPath=9110&products_id=74100
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The Amateur in You, Part 1 

What have you been pondering? 

A fellow ham recently asked me whether it’s 

appropriate to call out CQ on a repeater. I 

told him that it’s certainly not illegal, and a 

few remaining hams still do that, possibly by 

habit, but also that its use on repeaters is not 

encouraged by the ARRL (American Radio Re-

lay League). He then asked why the ARRL dis-

courages its use on repeaters, if it’s not 

breaking any rules. Well, I guess that’s the 

ten-thousand-dollar question, isn’t it? 

The emphasis is changing 

Over the past couple of decades the ARRL has 

been gradually making changes to move the 

Amateur Radio Service from where it’s largely 

a mere pastime to largely a public service. 

Some of these changes include removal of 

the Morse code requirement for license ex-

ams, simplifying and publishing the exams, 

making exams more readily available to the 

common folk by the reorganized VE 

(volunteer examiner) program, the restructur-

ing of the ARES (Amateur Radio Emergency 

Service) program, and now the consideration 

of a more entry-level *Tyro* license class, 

which requires only an online exam. 

But one major change the ARRL made is their 

encouragement of amateurs to use plain 

English in our communication. They’ve now 

asked the NCVEC (National Conference of Vol-

unteer Examiner Coordinators) to include 

only QSO, QSY, and QRM in the Technician 

exam, having removed all other “Q” codes. 

Along with that, they now encourage you to 

use your call sign instead of calling CQ on a 

repeater (T2AØ4) and to break into a phone 

contact in general (G2AØ8), but has no prob-

lem with you calling CQ at other times. Also, 

they have asked us not to use the work break 

except to announce an emergency. So, to 

comply, when we hear break we should clear 

the frequency and allow the emergency 

*breaking* station immediate access. 

Monitoring 

Another term that’s encouraged by the ARRL 

(click FM Repeaters) but confusing to some 

is monitoring, which is identical to listening, 

except that it seems to suggest you’re mak-

ing yourself available to help by listening for 

an emergency or other incident, should 

somebody call out for help. A secondary 

meaning of monitoring is that you’re an-

nouncing to listeners that you’re on the air, 

in case a listener is looking specifically for 

you to talk with. 

In reality, the FCC (the rule enforcer), the 

ARRL (the rule recommender), and the NCVEC 

(the exam creator) are all separate and inde-

pendent organizations, each fulfilling a pur-

pose. But they work together in a semi-

cooperative way by applying pressure on 

each other to accomplish their designs. It’s 

my personal opinion that many of the public 

service changes we’re seeing today (and not 

just in amateur radio) is the partial result of 

the FEMA (Federal Emergency Management 

Agency) response to perform their supposed 

role as effectively as expected in the after-

math of Hurricane Andrew in 1992, and then 

Hurricane Katrina in 2005. I say supposed be-

cause (again, in my opinion) the public has a 

very unrealistic expectation of FEMA’s pur-

pose, leading to their extreme criticism of the 

agency in recent years. 

The bottom line 

In the end, it’s not illegal to call out CQ on a 

repeater, and I hope nobody will correct or 

even criticize another ham for doing 

so...that’s not our job. Simply answer the call, 

as you would any other, and be a friend. 

― Noji KNØJI 

CQ 

http://ncvec.org/downloads/2018-2022%20Tech%20Pool.pdf
http://www.ncvec.org/downloads/2019-2023GeneralClassQuestionPool.pdf
http://www.arrl.org/making-your-first-contact
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The Amateur in You, Part 2 

What have you been pondering? 

Many new hams might not be aware we have 

a non-profit body that coordinates and gov-

erns the use of the Utah VHF and UHF fre-

quency spectrum. This team of amateurs, the 

second-largest in the state of Utah, is known 

as the Utah VHF Society, and is responsible 

for a wide variety of activities involving these 

frequencies in our state. 

Although only VHF is specified in its name, 

the Utah VHF Society defines the use and 

bandwidth of modes within portions of ama-

teur bands outside the VHF spectrum as well. 

Frequency coordination 

The coordination of VHF and UHF frequen-

cies, include simplex, repeater, packet, and 

other digital modes. The purpose of coordi-

nation is to maximize the use of the fre-

quency spectrum while minimizing interfer-

ence between stations using it. In other 

words, to make sure we all play nicely with 

each other on the amateur bands. 

When a repeater is installed, its frequencies 

must be coordinated, so that its signal will 

not interfere with that of other repeaters, yet 

still serve effectively. This might include limit-

ing its antenna height, power level, tone set-

ting, and even location, a few of the things 

that the Frequency Coordinator must juggle. 

Band plan 

A direct result of frequency coordination, the 

Utah VHF Society is responsible for publish-

ing the Utah Band Plan, which includes spec-

trum in the 10-meter band, 6-meter band, 2-

meter band, 1.25-meter band, 70-cm band, 

and more. The band plan describes which 

radio modes are permitted within which fre-

quency ranges, and is specific to Utah, but 

can include some neighboring borders, espe-

cially Idaho, Arizona, and Wyoming. 

Repeaters 

There are many locations in rural Utah where 

amateur signals are sparse, and amateur 

groups and clubs who can pay for them are 

just as few. The Utah VHF Society has funded 

the installation and maintenance of many of 

these rural Utah repeaters to serve not only 

the few who live in the back country, but the 

numerous many who travel out there, benefit-

ing all of us. 

Furthermore, they’ve provided the manpower, 

tools, and skill required to perform these in-

stallations properly, often on their own dime. 

Repeater systems 

There are several major systems of repeaters 

in Utah, of which the Intermountain Intertie, 

the Sinbad Repeater System, and the Skyline 

System are three. A system is a collection of 

repeaters, most of which are connected full-

time to each other by the internet or radio 

link, such that, if you’re on one of the repeat-

ers in the system, you’re on all of them. 

Repeater systems give an operator the ap-

pearance of being on the air in much of Utah, 

instead of within a single repeater coverage 

area. The Intermountain Intertie extends to 

several places in Idaho, Wyoming, Arizona, 

and Nevada, providing a nearly continuous 

signal connection by repeater for amateurs 

traveling along the I-15 corridor from Boise to 

Las Vegas. The Sinbad System does the same, 

but along a more rural coverage area. 

Become a member 

We encourage each Utah ham to become a 

member of the Utah VHF Society for $15 an-

nually by visiting the Utah VHF Society Join 

page. Membership helps with regular mainte-

nance and upkeep of many Utah repeaters. 

The Utah VHF Society 

http://utahvhfs.org/about_uvhfs.html
http://utahvhfs.org/frqcoord.html
http://utahvhfs.org/simpfreq1.html
http://utahvhfs.org/bandplan1.html
http://utahvhfs.org/snowlink.html
http://162.250.21.7/repeaters.html
http://utahvhfs.org/uvhfs_join_renew.html
http://utahvhfs.org/uvhfs_join_renew.html
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Hot Tips 

Good info for the new ham, and old stuff to refresh 

your memory 

What’s in your radio? 

Some new amateur radio operators have been 

fortunate enough to associate with Elmers 

(mentors) who are quite knowledgeable about 

local repeaters, emergency channels, and their 

proper settings. Their interest, of course, is 

having some communication method handy 

during a compromised situation. 

And with over a hundred memory channels 

available on most radios, these good mentors 

have either programmed, or at least recom-

mended, the new hams get their radios pro-

grammed with many of these frequencies, to 

be available at a moment’s notice. On the 

other hand, once all these many frequencies 

have been safely tucked away in your radio’s 

memory, two questions always seem to arise: 

1) What do all these strange channel names 

mean? and 2) Do I really need all of them? 

Channel names 

Most folks new to the craft are easily confused 

by the many numbers we take for granted, 

such as bands, offsets, tones, and most of all, 

frequencies. So, when faced with a choice, 

they typically opt to have their radios display 

channel names rather than frequency num-

bers. But with a 5– or 6-character display limit 

on most radios, those names can seem quite 

cryptic. 

While your Elmer can recommend channel 

names for you, it’s ultimately up to you to un-

derstand what they mean. It might therefore 

be more helpful for you to come up with 

names of your own, which can help you better 

remember what they’re for. 

The channels I really need 

Once your Elmer populates your radio chan-

nels with a hundred different frequencies, will 

that really be useful to you? Well, it can be if 

you know which to use in a pinch. In the latter 

part of the 20th Century the entire world 

seemed to be about choice. Now, it seems to 

me that a myriad of options can often result in 

information overload. 

For example, some people store every FRS and 

GMRS channel (many of which are redundant) 

in their radios, just in case. Ok, but do you 

really need all 22, or will three do? Along the 

same lines, there are many police and sheriff 

and fire and other channels, but do you need 

all of them, or are there a few key channels 

that can keep you informed without filling up 

your memories? 

One of the features I really like about the 

Yaesu FT-60R, for example, is its ability to 

store frequency channels in memory banks. 

This way, when I’m in Utah County, I leave it 

on Bank 1, in St. George I change it to Bank 2, 

etc. I just have to remember to change mem-

ory banks when I travel, that’s all. 

My recommendations 

In the end, I recommend that you store the 

following frequencies in your radio’s memory 

(or for each memory bank, if it has banks), 

tailored for each locale: 

 Eight to twelve local repeaters 

 One or two linked repeater systems 

 One Area / stake / diocese frequency 

 One city frequency 

 Two to four other simplex frequencies 

 One weather frequency 

 Three or four police / EMS frequencies 

 Three or four FRS / GMRS frequencies 

After these 30, if you’d like to fill your radio 

memory with others, you’ll have the choice. 

― Noji KNØJI 

https://noji.com/hamradio/pdf-ppt/FRS-GMRS-Frequencies.pdf
https://noji.com/hamradio/frequencies.php#programming
https://noji.com/hamradio/repeaters.php#systems
https://noji.com/hamradio/frequencies.php#weather
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DIY 

Worthwhile projects you can build on your own 

Off-center-fed dipole antenna 

In past issues of the UVARC Shack, we’ve brought you designs for a simple 80-meter dipole, a 

multi-band fan dipole, and a window-line dipole (G5RV), but never a simple wire “dipole” that 

can serve multiple bands. Probably one of the easiest ways to construct a multi-band wire an-

tenna is by using an OCF (off-center-fed) design. The one featured here supports 80-meters, 

40-meters, 20-meters, plus 10-meters, and is based on the design by Balun Designs. The 

most difficult part of an OCF antenna to build, however, is the 4:1 current balun, used as the 

center insulator. Its primary purpose is to transform the OCF characteristic 200-ohm imped-

ance into the 50-ohm impedance that matches your coax. 

The difficulty in building the required balun is due to obtaining the proper ferrite core, and 

then properly winding it. Therefore, in this project, you have a choice: you can order an al-

ready-constructed balun, or you can order a balun kit. For an over-the-counter balun, you can 

purchase the MFJ MFJ-913 4:1 current balun, which is what I’ll use in this article. Or you can 

purchase the  Amidon AB240-250 4:1 balun kit, if you’d really like to tackle the winding job, 

but you’ll also need to purchase an appropriate enclosure box for it. Either way, the focus is 

on the antenna, rather than the balun, so that allows me to cheat a little here. 

Parts list 

— 133 feet of 14 AWG stranded wire 

— Small zip ties 

— Appropriate heat shrink tubing, some paracord 

— 2 dogbone insulators (you can fabricate these from ½˝ PVC, about 3˝ long each) 

Cut the 14 AWG stranded wire into two pieces, one 48 feet and the other 85 feet long. Thread 

one end of each insulated wire through the side eyebolt of the balun, then wrap the wire 

around itself two or three turns. Strip the end of the wire, slip an inch of heat shrink tubing 

over the insulated wire, and connect (crimp a lug or solder)  the wire to the balun, allowing 

three or four inches of the balun wire to hang down as a drip loop before entering the balun. 

dogbone insulator 

http://www.balundesigns.com/content/OCF%20Antenna.pdf
https://www.hamradio.com/detail.cfm?pid=H0-007115
http://www.amidoncorp.com/ab240-250-kit-k-mix-balun-kit/
https://palomar-engineers.com/antenna-products/baluns-and-ununs/enclosure-boxes
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DIY, continued 

Off-center-fed dipole antenna 

Zip tie the wire where you wrapped it around itself, as a strain-relief. Repeat this with the other 

wire on the other side of the balun. 

Thread the loose end of the 48-foot wire through a dogbone insulator, measuring 46 feet 9½˝ 

from the balun eyebolt to the dogbone. Wrap the wire around itself two or three times, but do 

not cut the excess wire off. Repeat this with the 85-foot wire on the other side, but measuring 

83 feet 2½˝ from the balun eyebolt to the dogbone. These two wires are now your antenna 

elements. 

Create an RF choke at one end of your coax (coaxial cable) by forming an eight-inch loop out 

of five or six loops of the coax, then use four or five zip ties to keep the loop together. Attach 

the PL-259 connector at the end of your RF choke loop to the SO-239 connector of your balun. 

Tie (optional) a four-foot piece of paracord to one of the balun eyebolts, then route the para-

cord through the RF choke coil, wrapping the paracord three or four turns around the RF 

choke coil for a strain-relief. Tie the other end of the paracord to the other balun eyebolt. 

The performance and SWR with this antenna will measure differently between installing it close 

to the ground, up in the air, and near metallic objects. If possible, raise the entire length of the 

antenna up at least 25 feet before you start measuring, and try and keep all parts of the an-

tenna away from gutters and aluminum siding. Using your analyzer on 80 meters, tune the 

antenna by shortening both elements a little at a time, until you’ve reached an acceptable SWR 

and SWR bandwidth across the 80-meter band. But shorten them proportionally 2:1, so that if 

you take 2 inches off the long element, take 1 inch off the short element, for example. 

Measure also for the 40-meter band, 20-meter band, and then the 10-meter band. When the 

measurements look like the antenna’s going to work for you, hoist the antenna into its (more) 

permanent position and enjoy! 

Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net) 

RF choke zip tie-secured paracord strain-relief dogbone tied on one end 
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Fun Facts 

Had no idea 

As you know, passing a Morse code test is no 

longer required to obtain any level of amateur 

radio license. Still, many hams find themselves 

drawn to the “code” for a variety of reasons, 

and CW remains a popular operating mode in 

many contests and events. With that, let’s 

highlight a few facts about Morse code that 

might be fun to share, ahead of our June club 

meeting presentation on Morse code. 

History 

Inspired by the grief of not knowing of his 

wife’s passing until days after her burial, Sam-

uel Morse set out to find a way to more 

quickly transmit and receive information at 

long distances. He was credited with inventing 

the telegraph, although two others came up 

with a similar idea around the same time. But 

the code he also invented, to transmit by tele-

graph, was very cumbersome. A bright assis-

tant named Alfred Vail proposed a simplified 

version of Morse’s code, based on dots and 

dashes assigned by the frequency of letters 

appearing in a local newspaper. The code that 

bears Morse’s name today is the result of 

work by Vail and a German named Gerke. 

Interesting facts 

 The fastest speed ever sent by a straight 

key was 35 wpm in 1942 by Harold Turner 

W9YZE. The fastest speed ever copied 

(received) was 75.2 wpm in 1939 by Ted 

McElroy W1JYN. 

 In 1966, while a prisoner of war in North 

Vietnam, Naval officer Jeremiah Denton 

was placed in front of a television camera 

and coerced into saying that he was alright 

and was being treated well, while blinking 

out the word T-O-R-T-U-R-E in Morse code, 

pretending to struggle seeing in the bright 

camera lights. 

 Years ago, a stroke patient known only as 

Harry lay for days tapping his spoon on his 

bedside table in what the staff thought 

was a spastic reaction. Not until Dennis 

Ross N6DR toured the hospital as a medi-

cal student and heard the tapping, did the 

staff become aware of what was going on. 

Harry was actually calling for help in Morse 

code, to alert the doctors to his pain and 

condition (QST, Mar 1992, p. 51). 

 Have you ever used the word umpteen, as 

in “He’s got umpteen dozen of those 

rocks”? Turns out that in the early days of 

Morse code, people sometimes poked fun 

at the clickity-clackity dits and dahs by 

calling it iddy-umpty. That term eventually 

evolved into umpteen. 

Morse code learning apps 

IZ2UUF (Android) 

Morse Toad (Apple and Android) 

lcwo.net (desktop) 

Morse Trainer by G4FON (desktop) 

Morse code vs. CW 

People often equate CW and Morse code, but 

they aren’t the same thing. You can think of 

Morse code as the encoded language and CW 

as the medium in which the encoded language 

is sent. When you leave your friend a hand-

written note in the US, for example, you en-

code English by a series of characters, using a 

pen as the encoding tool and the paper as the 

medium. We can likewise encode English by a 

series of characters with Morse code, using a 

Morse code key as the encoding tool and CW 

as the medium. Instead of handing your friend 

a piece of paper, you can send him radio 

waves made of a continuous wave (CW) that’s 

repeatedly turned on and off. 

Morse code 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morse_code#User_proficiency
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeremiah_Denton
https://www.iz2uuf.net/cw/
https://morse-toad.en.aptoide.com/
https://lcwo.net/
http://www.g4fon.net/
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Side of Bacon 

A little ham humor 
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For Your Insight 

Information you could use 

Club meeting format 

Here’s the usual agenda for club meetings, at 

the Orem City Council Chamber Room, 56 N 

State St: 

Talk-in frequency on the club repeaters 

6:30 pm : Eyeball QSO 

socialize / put faces with call signs 

radio programmers available to help you 

6:45 pm : Call the meeting to order 

meeting lineup (agenda) 

announcements / nets / awards / calendar 

7:00 pm : Discussion / breakout session 

discussions usually involve everybody 

breakouts split into separate groups 

7:45 pm : Door prizes 

7:55 pm : Dismiss and disassemble 

8:00 pm : Club QSY to a local eatery 

Something you’d like to see at the meetings? 

Monthly meeting help 

We’re grateful for the volunteers who help 

with various tasks that make our club night 

just that much more friendly and useful to 

everybody. Monthly we need help with 

programming radios (thanks, Loren / Ralph / 

Mickey!) 

taking photos or videos during the meeting 

operating the talk-in radio 

setting up tables and chairs (thanks, Heath!) 

Lynx 

Websites for your education and leisure 

Training items and topics for nets 

Ham Radio Nets 

Radio programming 

76’ers Group and UVARC Group pages 

Utah Ham Radio Exam Schedule 

Give us your input at uvarcshack@gmail.com 

Questions of the Month 
 

Test your knowledge (answers next page) 

G7AØ8 : Which of the following is an advantage of a switchmode power supply as compared 

 to a linear power supply? 

A. Faster switching time makes higher output voltage possible 

B. Fewer circuit components are required 

C. High frequency operation allows the use of smaller components 

D. All of these choices are correct 

E2C13 : What indicator is required to be used by U.S.-licensed operators when operating a

 station via remote control where the transmitter is located in the U.S.? 

A. / followed by the USPS two letter abbreviation for  the state in which the remote 

station is located 

B. /R# where # is the district of the remote station 

C. The ARRL section of the remote station 

D. No additional indicator is required 

https://noji.com/hamradio/training.php
https://noji.com/hamradio/hamnets.php
https://noji.com/hamradio/frequencies.php#programming
https://www.facebook.com/groups/UARC146.76/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/uvarc/
http://user.xmission.com/~uarc/testinfo.html
http://www.ncvec.org/downloads/FINAL%20Revised%202015-2019%20General%20Class%20Question%20Pool%202-11-2015.pdf
http://noji.com/hamradio/pdf-ppt/2016-2020-Amateur-Extra-Class-Pool.pdf
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Calendar 

What’s happening 

(times are Mountain Time) 

Utah County Ham Exam Sessions 

BYU J. Reuben Clark Law School building 

Sign up at HamStudy.org/sessions 

Wed June 19, 7:00 to 8:45 pm 

Wed July 17, 7:00 to 8:45 pm 

Wed August 21, 7:00 to 8:45 pm 

Wed September 18, 7:00 to 8:45 pm 

Sat September 21, 2:30 to 5:00 pm 

Sat October 12, 2:30 to 5:00 pm 

Wed October 16, 7;00 to 8:45 pm 

Sat November 16, 2:30 to 5:00 pm 

Wed November 20, 7:00 to 8:45 pm 

 

Provo One-day Technician Courses* 

Third Saturday Monthly at 8:00 am 

BYU Law School Bldg, First Floor 

* except May, June, July, and August 

2019 Orem Ham Radio Courses 

Technician : May 21, 28, June 4, 11 

Extra : July 16, 23, 30, Aug 6, 13 

Technician : Sept 17, 24, Oct 1, 8 

Club Meeting Calendar (6:30 pm) 

 Orem Council Chambers, 56 N State St 

  June 6  July 19* 

  August 1 September 5 

  October 3 November 7 

  December 5* January 2 

  February 6 March 5 

* Actually a potluck at 25 N Main St, Lindon 

 

Regular Nets 

RACES Net, Thu June 20 8:00 pm, 147.12 

Jackson Hole Net, Mon 8:00 pm, 146.76 

UVARC Ladies’ Net, Tue 7:00 pm, 146.78 

UARC 76’ers, Wed 7:00 pm, 146.76 

UVARC Family Net, Thu 6:30 pm, 146.78 

UVARC New Ham Net, Thu 7:00 pm, 146.78 

CERT Net, 2nd & 4th Thu 8:00 pm, 146.78 

Utah County 6 meters, Fri 8:00 pm, 50.14 

6-Pack Net, Fri 9:00 pm, 50.15 

Family History Net, Sat 8:00 pm, 146.78 

See a larger list of nets at noji.com/nets 

Answers to the Questions of the Month 

G7AØ8 : C ( High frequency operation allows the use of smaller components ) 

E2C13 : D ( No additional indicator is required ) 

Upcoming Contests 

KY QSO Party 

8 am to 8 pm Sat June 1 

Summer Kids’ Day Contest 

Noon to 6 pm Sat June 15 

WV QSO Party 

10 am to 10 pm Sat June 15 

Field Day 

Noon Sat June 22 to 3 pm Sun June 23 

See a larger list at noji.com/contest 

https://goo.gl/maps/qHo5zHrkjGQ2
https://HamStudy.org/sessions
http://noji.com/util/Mail-Handler.php?emailSubject=Sign%20me%20up%20for%20the%20Provo%20ham%20class&dest=hamclass
https://secure2.orem.org/ps/applicationCert.aspx
https://secure2.orem.org/ps/applicationCert.aspx
https://secure2.orem.org/ps/applicationCert.aspx
https://noji.com/hamradio/hamnets.php
http://www.ncvec.org/downloads/FINAL%20Revised%202015-2019%20General%20Class%20Question%20Pool%202-11-2015.pdf
http://noji.com/hamradio/pdf-ppt/2016-2020-Amateur-Extra-Class-Pool.pdf
http://www.kyqsoparty.org/rules/
http://www.arrl.org/kids-day
http://www.qsl.net/wvsarc/wvqp/wvqp.html
http://www.arrl.org/field-day
https://noji.com/hamradio/contesting.php
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Vendors 

For your convenience 

Pockrus Joystick J-pole 

$25, open-stub aluminum half-wave, dual-band J-pole antenna 

$35, 6-meter dipole, $20 for the 220 MHz (1.25 m) antenna 

by Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG (email myjpoles@gmail.com to purchase) 

Half-wave performance, solid construction, weather-proof, low wind-load 

Probably the best-performing outdoor antenna you can get for the price 

 

Super-Elastic Signal Stick 

$20, vertical quarter-wave flexible antenna 

by Richard Bateman, KD7BBC, of SignalStuff (and maker of HamStudy) 

Super-performing antenna for your HT (handheld transceiver) 

Visit SignalStuff and select SMA-Male, SMA-Female, or BNC 

 

Ham Radio Podcasts v1.50 

by Trevor Holyoak, AD7GH (email android@holyoak.com) 

Stream podcasts (such as 100 Watts and a Wire, Amateur Radio Newsline, ARRL Au-

dio News, etc.) or download for later listening 

For Android 4.1 and up (ad-free available for purchase) 

 

Club Logo and Call Sign Embroidering 

Want your call sign or name (or both!) embroidered on your shirt, your hoodie, 

your duffle? Or how about a club patch with your call sign? 

by Glenna Gardner, WE7SEW (glenna0354@gmail.com or text 801-592-2503) 

Call sign or name = $5, Both = $8, UVARC patch = $5, Patch with call = $9 

 

Portable Aluminum J-pole 

$49, sectioned, open-stub aluminum half-wave, dual-band J-pole antenna 

by Stan, KJ7BDV and Kent, N7EKF (email skantenna@yahoo.com for info or call 801-372-7260) 

Complete antenna breaks down into a compact 2˝ x 6˝ x 12˝ package weighing only 3 lbs, 

perfect for backpacking and portable work where you really need a good 2-meter antenna 

 

Maxfield Homebrew Antenna Supplies and Services 

Components and services for the antenna home brewer 

Military-grade hardware, clamps, standoffs, guy plates, round and square aluminum booms 

Custom machining and welding 

Email Barry Maxfield at maxfieldmachineTandD@cut,net or call 801-830-3904 

https://noji.com/hamradio/jpole.php
https://signalstuff.com/product/super-elastic-signal-stick/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.andromo.dev5592.app509392


We are the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club, a 501(c)(3) non-

profit (EIN 81-360-6416) Utah corporation that was organized in 

an obscure Orem fire station on 02-05-2016 to provide amateur 

radio enthusiasts in Utah County and surrounding areas a way 

to gather and discuss all things ham. Our primary purposes are 

to provide a local amateur radio resource, help new hams in 

their new-found adventures, and to give more experienced 

hams a reason to share their wealth of knowledge and wisdom 

in a friendly atmosphere of fellowship.  We’re an ARRL Affiliate 

and work in cooperation with the Utah VHF Society, but are not 

subsidiary to them, to UARC, the 76’ers, UCARES, RACES, the 

SCATeam, or any other organization, although many of our 

members and leaders might also belong to them. 

The UVARC Shack is copyrighted and published by the Utah 

Valley Amateur Radio Club, and its purpose is to convey the 

tone and temperament of the club, to inform and entertain its 

members, and to entice the rest. To join, go to uvarc.club/join 

or to www.facebook.com/groups/uvarc/ and request member-

ship. For more information about our club or about amateur 

(ham) radio in general, please email or text or call us. 

More than just a club, we invite you to become part of a great 

ham radio movement in Utah Valley 

Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club 

Orem, Utah, USA 

Presidency 

President ........................... Noji Ratzlaff 

Vice President ............... Chad Buttars 

Secretary ........................ Caryn Alarcon 

Activities .......................... James Brown 

Technology ................ Trevor Holyoak 

Board of Directors 

Richard Bateman, KD7BBC 

Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG 

Aubrey Gum, K7GUM 

Jeff McGrath, N1SC 

Jody Dollar, K7BUX 

Jeremy Giovannoni, K7TEH 

Brad Kirk, AF7FP 

Alma Perry, W1ZGY 

Loren Chandler, WB1KE 

Club Sponsor 

Heath Stevenson 

Orem City Emergency Manager 

From all of us to you, 73 

Our fearless leadership 

K7UVA 

Phone/Text: 801-368-1865 

Email: k7uva@arrl.net 

 

Repeaters: 146.780–, 100.0 

448.200–, 100.0 224.560–, 100.0 

145.250-, 100.0  448.225-, 100.0 

Newsletter input? 

Email uvarcshack@gmail.com 

Need help? 

Email uvarcelmer@gmail.com 

We’re on the web! 

uvarc.club 

Where everybody knows your call sign 

https://uvarc.club/join
https://www.facebook.com/groups/uvarc/
https://uvarc.club

